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The Economist, in its April 1, 2017 (prima Aprils) issue, made a call for friction
noting that “excessive ease in transactions can generate costs, known in the
jargon as a ‘facile externality’, such that less efficiency would actually be more
efficient.” While the call was not serious, the pursue of friction-reduction has been
well documented (e.g., Amazon 1 click purchase and Domino Pizza zero-click
ordering). On the other hand, however, friction has been found both socially and
economically useful. Making access difficult can save lives (e.g., repackaging of
Tylenol and other medicine reduced suicides), reduce accidents (e.g., adding turns
on a long road stretches), and crime (e.g., immobilizers in cars reduce their theft).
Big data, artificial intelligence and deep learning have the capabilities of designing
methods and tools to reduce frictions. Their ultimate success is to create an
environment in which the basis for humans’ and their organizations’ decisions are
obtained from artefacts. In this environment, there is no need for “natural
learning” because artificial learning produces superior results. Although the world
with dumb people and organizations that make optimal decisions may not
become reality but this questionable ideal is at the basis of this discussion.
Learning, as effortful and time consuming activity, is a friction because it is about
both things that are useful as well as those that are not useful to make a decision.
Economic institutions that do not require learning are thus preferable because
they reduce friction and increase efficiency. This was the thesis behind the
introduction of auctions and procurement auctions, in particular, in commerce.
But the talk shows that: (1) friction reduction in market transactions through
reverse auctions has its hidden costs; (2) the transactions are efficient only under
the assumptions that are often not realistic in real-life; (3) efficiency loss can be
regained when friction is introduced. Friction is associated with learning about the
capabilities and interests of the reverse auction participants. This learning can
result in win-win procurement transactions.
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